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SIP TrunkingCisco Press, 2010
The first complete guide to planning,  evaluating, and implementing high-value SIP trunking solutions

 

Most large  enterprises have switched to IP telephony, and service provider backbone  networks have largely converted to VoIP transport. But there’s a...
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Power Plant EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006

	There have been significant developments and advances in the field of power plant engineering, computer applications on energy audit and management, environmental audit and management, human development and environment. The authors have been encouraged to write this pioneer book for the benefit of students of engineering and researchers due...
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Microsoft Mapping: Geospatial Development with Bing Maps and C#Apress, 2013

	Geospatial mapping applications have become hugely popular in recent years. With smart-phone and tablet numbers snow-balling this trend looks set to continue well into the future. Indeed, it is true to say that in today’s mobile world location-aware apps are becoming the norm rather than the exception. 

	

	In...
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Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider: How to Unleash the Full Potential of Your Global WorkforceApress, 2014

	Managing Your Outsourced IT Services Provider teaches executives and managers of organizations how to unleash the full potential of their outsourced IT services workforce and IT-enabled business processes safely and profitably. Drawing on two decades of experience managing client relationships for global IT services companies,...
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Risk Management and Capital AdequacyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A Step-by-Step Approach for Integrating Market, Credit, and Operational Risk Management--While Complying with New Basel Accord Guidelines

For financial institutions around the world, the work involved in managing market, credit, and operational risk exposures--as well as the capital required to support such...
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Protecting SQL Server DataRed gate, 2009

	For as long as there has been something to communicate between two persons there has been data. Today, vast volumes of it are gathered about almost every individual and business. It is the information that we provide when we sign up for an account at our favorite website, fill out a job application, or apply for a mortgage.


	These...
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Verilog and SystemVerilog Gotchas: 101 Common Coding Errors and How to Avoid ThemSpringer, 2007

	This book will help engineers write better Verilog/SystemVerilog design and verification code as well as deliver digital designs to market more quickly. It shows over 100 common coding mistakes that can be made with the Verilog and SystemVerilog languages. Each example explains in detail the symptoms of the error, the languages rules that...
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Cognitive Communication and Cooperative HetNet Coexistence: Selected Advances on Spectrum Sensing, Learning, and Security Approaches (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2014

	This book, written by experts from universities and major industrial research laboratories, is devoted to the very hot topic of cognitive radio and networking for cooperative coexistence of heterogeneous wireless networks. Selected highly relevant advanced research is presented on spectrum sensing and progress toward the realization of...
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Broadband Bible, Desktop EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	It’s better with broadband, and you can do it...


	Whether you need Internet access to work from home, operate a home-based business, run a small business, or simply enjoy all the wonders of the Web, broadband is better. This guide makes it easy to choose among the many broadband options, get connected, set up...
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Virtualization with Microsoft Virtual Server 2005Syngress Publishing, 2006
A virtual evolution in IT organizations throughout the world has begun. It is estimated that currently 3% of all servers run virtually and that number is expected to grow rapidly over the next 5 years. Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of...
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Silicon Photonics: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The observation by Gordon Moore in 1965 (now universally referred to as Moore’s law) that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit would double every couple of years has become a beacon that continues to drive the electronics industry. Integrated circuits have grown exponentially from the 30-transistor devices of 1965 to...
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CCNA Security Course Booklet, Version 1.0Cisco Press, 2009

	The Cisco CCNA Security curriculum provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary network security, helping Cisco Networking Academy students systematically prepare for the latest CCNA Security exam. While extensive online study resources are available, many students and instructors have requested a low-cost printed resource that can be...
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